RUN THEM OUT

Divide players into two teams. One to field first the other will run with the bat.
Fielding team has one player as wicket keeper with the ball and rest behind the cone. Batting team with all players behind their cone and first player has a bat.

Teacher shouts 'YES' and WK rolls ball towards their team and batter starts running.
Fielder attacks ball and throws underarm at stumps. If fielder misses then WK can collect ball and bring it to the stumps.
Batter looks to get their bat on the floor past the cones that indicate the crease. If they get past the line before the ball hits the stumps they are in and earn a point. If fielding team get ball to stumps before batter crosses the line batter is out and point awarded to fielding team.
When everyone has been teams switch roles.
Team with biggest score after they have both fielded is the winner.

Key is to work out distances fielders and batters need to run in order to make it an even contest. These will probably not be the same.

EASIER/HARDER
Make distances shorter or longer.
Use a stationary ball.